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Carolina Academic Press will publish Katie Rose
Guest Pryal and Louis Di Leo’s The Complete PreLaw Writer in the spring of 2022. The Complete PreLaw Writer teaches pre-law students, paralegals,
and students preparing to attend law school the
skills necessary to succeed in law school or in
support positions in law firms. Covering the
foundations of the U.S. legal system, how to read
judicial opinions, how to write case briefs, office
memos, law firm blog posts, and more, the book
serves as both a textbook and a reference for
those stepping into the legal profession.
The Complete Pre-Law Writer is the third book in
The Complete Series for Legal Writers, edited by
Pryal and Professor Alexa Z. Chew of the
University of North Carolina School of Law. The
first two titles are The Complete Legal Writer (2016)
released in its second edition in 2020, and The
Complete Bar Writer (2020). Both are authored by Chew and Pryal. More titles in the
series are forthcoming.
Katie Rose Guest Pryal, J.D., Ph.D., is an expert in legal writing and mental health. In
addition to the three titles in The Complete Series for Legal Writers, she is the author of the
bestselling Life of the Mind Interrupted: Essays on Mental Health and Disability in Higher
Education, the IPPY Gold award-winner Even If You’re Broken: Essays on Sexual Assault
and MeToo, and many other books. She is an Adjunct Professor of Law at the University
of North Carolina School of Law and Of Counsel at Gordon Rees Scully Mansukhani,
LLP.
Louis Di Leo, J.D., Ph.D., is a professor, writer, and attorney (licensed in New Jersey).
While a law student, he traveled to Grand Cayman to study international and
Caribbean law under the Hon. Patrick Robinson of the World Court. In addition to
fiction and nonfiction writing, his teaching and research interests include legal
discourse, Caribbean literature, environmental advocacy, and English composition. He
is an Assistant Professor of English at Florida Southern College.

